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Executive Summary
Through interviews with community leaders and activists, we found that Pittsburgh uses
both a formal Group Violence Intervention model and community-based interventions
when it comes to violence reduction. Across the four organizations we spoke with, we
found three major points: Group Violence Intervention; identifying root causes and
suggesting systemic solutions, and a commitment to long-term relationship
building. These themes share a common commitment to centering community voices
and acknowledging the expertise that communities already hold.

We recommend that Urbana consider adopting the public
health approach to violence reduction demonstrated by both
the city of Pittsburgh’s Stop the Violence program and the
University of Pittsburgh’s Violence Prevention Initiative. We
also urge the city to uplift the work and the methods that are
long standing or are already in practice among
community-based leaders and organizations.

Background

“So here's the most important thing I can tell you.
Any solution is going to require time because

you've got to change multiple minds and a culture and a
generation. This isn't something where you can

just go arrest everybody who's got a gun.”
– Richard Carrington
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(List of Pittsburgh neighborhoods. 2022)

Pittsburgh is a city of 302,000 people with strong racial divides in neighborhood
distribution. Though the city is only 13% Black, 83% of the victims of gun homicide are
Black. Compared to national and statewide statistics, however, Pittsburgh has a lower
incidence of gun violence. Allegheny County, the county Pittsburgh is located in, has
about half as many gun deaths per capita (14) as Philadelphia County (23) and St.
Louis County (23.1) and fewer overall than Cook County (16.6). From 2016 to 2019 they
saw a reduction in all major categories of violence, including homicides, showing that
these approaches to violence reduction are having an impact.

Pittsburgh has a number of universities, including Carnegie Mellon University and the
University of Pittsburgh. There are many initiatives through them that engage with the
community. For example, the University of Pittsburgh’s Center for Health Equity has a
community-informed and holistic model in their Violence Prevention Initiative.

The city government has implemented programs like the Group Violence Intervention
(run by the city) that focuses on keeping the target population safe, alive, and out of jail.
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This target population is identified by their proximity to homicide and shooting violence.
According to city data, from 2016-2019 Pittsburgh had a major drop in many key crimes,
including homicides. However, in the past 2 years they have seen an increase in gun
violence in the suburbs just outside the city. This is likely due to gentrification and a lack
of Section 8 housing driving low-income citizens out of their communities, along with
socioeconomic unrest relating to the pandemic.

Additionally, and perhaps most importantly, there are many community-led groups in
Allegheny County. The Greater Pittsburgh Coalition for Peace brings together many
community groups, including church groups, neighborhood walk organizers, and larger
non-profits. This coalition represents a broad swath of strategies for community-driven
models of addressing gun violence and should allow us to learn from many community
leaders. This paper focuses on two groups in particular, Voices Against Violence and
Mad Dads, as case studies for success.

George Spencer and Dante Works
Mad Dads

● President and Co-President of
Pittsburgh Chapter

● Perform street patrol in their
neighborhoods

● Motto: The outstretched hand of
reason and the fist of
determination

● Goal: Provide a presence of
strong, drug-free men

Jay Gilmer
Stop the Violence

● Coordinator
● Public health approach
● Group Violence Intervention logic

model
● Goal: Keep target population safe,

alive, and out of jail

Richard Carrington
Voices Against Violence

● Founder with 30 years experience
● Youth advocate and provides safe

space at community center hub
● Goal: Build trust, provide resources

and enrichment, create leadership
that is youth-centered and from
within

Richard Garland
Violence Prevention Initiative

● Founder with 30 years experience
● Formerly incarcerated, MSW U Pitt

professor
● Public health approach
● Root causes, systemic solutions ie:

GRIPS
● Goal: Prevent homicide through

engagement, information and
resource sharing
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STOP the Violence Newsletter (2022)

Pastor Maurice Trent, Pittsburgh Mayor Ed Gainey, Richard Carrington

Problem Statement
Gun violence is increasingly devastating in cities across the country, particularly among
young Black men, with increased homicides recorded during the recent pandemic,
including in both Pittsburgh and Urbana.
Many feuds were born during the pandemic, and when Allegheny County went
from red to yellow and the lockdown was lifted, we saw an uptick in shootings
and homicides (Homicide Review Findings Report, 2020).

In Pittsburgh, we saw care-based approaches to violence reduction. These approaches
center the needs of communities that are under-resourced. Rather than seeing
individuals as a threat, they aim to recognize the complexity of the causes of violence
and address those root causes.

An Ethics of Care is “holistic, and takes a broad,
big-picture view of the values and goals of

systems design” (Asaro, 2019).

Our goal in sharing Pittsburgh’s approach to violence reduction is to highlight
best practices and identify what might work in Urbana, IL to ultimately avoid
reinventing the wheel.
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Proposed Solutions
Three key themes emerged across our interviews. These are:

1. Group Violence Intervention
2. Root causes, systemic solutions
3. Long-term relationship building

The city of Urbana can adopt a formal logic model like Group Violence Intervention to
give structure to the Blueprint for Urbana. With an underlying commitment to identifying
root causes, building systemic solutions, and supporting this work for the long haul, we
anticipate that Urbana can see success in reducing violence. These approaches take
time and resources, and we recognize it might not be easy.

We think that the following information and recommendations will be useful as City
Council plans for Urbana’s future.

Group Violence Intervention

“You know the models have changed, in the past they didn't say
that [the goal was violence reduction], they said that their ultimate objective
is “turning lives around, changing lives.” Well, we want that

too, but if they're dead or they're in the hospital
paralyzed, then that's not gonna happen anyway.”

– Jay Gilmer

Pittsburgh uses a formal deterrence strategy (Group Violence Intervention) to intervene
with high risk groups to prevent incidents of future violence. This initiative is run and
coordinated out of the city’s Department of Public Safety.

The University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health’s Center for Health
Equity has similar strategies with the Violence Prevention Initiative, which offers
programs like Gunshot Reoccurring Injury Prevention Services (GRIPS), aimed at
breaking the cycle of retaliatory violence using a six-month plan of support and social
services.

Group violence intervention recognizes that a small number of groups and
individuals drive most violence and that the most common law enforcement
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approaches to prevention can cause harm to communities and make violence
dynamics worse (National Network for Safe Communities, 2020).

GVI uses community voices to disapprove of and deter violence, with the ultimate goal
of keeping people safe, alive, and out of prison.

Group Violence Intervention has a proven track record. The implementation of GVI in
five major American cities led to measurable decrease in homicides, from a 63%
reduction in youth homicides in Boston, MA to a 73% monthly average reduction in
shootings in New Haven, CT (National Network for Safe Communities, 2020).

Many resources for implementing this type of formal plan are available, including the
Group Violence Intervention strategy from the National Network for Safer Communities.

● Because of its proven results and wealth of resources, we
recommend Urbana consider whether this approach will work here.

Root Causes, Systemic Solutions

“The causes of shootings are many, so the solutions will vary.

Using a public health approach means attempting to understand
the proximate and secondary causes of violence and
tailoring solutions to fit the impacted population. There is no one
answer.”

- Stop the Violence Newsletter, Oct 2021

While an increase in violence in our cities can be scary, it is usually not random. By
identifying primary and secondary causes for each incident of violence, we can both
identify patterns and recognize the reality of systemic causes.

For example, individuals reintegrating into their communities after incarceration may
struggle to find stable housing and a job that pays a living wage. The Violence
Prevention Initiative’s Reimagine Reentry program provides supports for people in this
situation, providing them with resources from stress management to basic home
economics skills to help reuniting families. By providing returning citizens with the skills
and resources to find stable employment, community, and housing, individuals are less

https://nnscommunities.org/strategies/group-violence-intervention/
https://www.letsreimaginereentry.org/about
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likely to end up back in jail. On a broader scale, ensuring that communities have
affordable housing, low- or no-cost mental health resources, economic
opportunities, and spaces to safely gather provide additional layers of support.

● Urbana can choose to invest in solutions that directly address these
root issues of conflict and violence.

Relationship Building and Credible Messengers

A recurring theme in all of the interviews that we conducted with Jay Gilmer, Dante
Works and George Spencer, Richard Carrington and Richard Garland was that building
lasting relationships with community members is a key to success in reducing gun
violence incidents.

A second prevailing theme was that of establishing yourself or finding others to be
credible messengers within the community. A Credible Messenger is someone that
will be listened to. This might be someone who used to be involved in violence and
ended up spending time incarcerated, it might be a beloved community elder. So when
an individual who has relationships and networks that might lead to violence hears
from the credible messenger, they will absorb that message. And the message being
delivered says that there are other options than violence, that the community doesn’t
want to see violence, and that they individually will be supported if they choose another
way. Relationships are non-negotiable when it comes to credible messengers.

Formal strategies like GVI recognize the necessity of community relationships while
activists and organizers have long known that without the community, nothing will get
done. Mad Dad’s street patrol strategy embodies this idea deeply, for example. They
spend time with their community, get to know who might need some support, and visibly
demonstrate that they don’t approve of violence just by being a presence. Mad Dads
told us just one of many stories of how genuine relationships have mattered.
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We had a member who joined maybe two months ago after
spending 24 years in prison. Since him joining, to date, we have
helped him move into more stable housing, safe housing.
He's been on three job interviews. He's attending church with us.
His life has gotten increasingly better by joining Mad Dads.
And that's only because we sincerely are concerned about
the betterment of his life.

— Dante Works

Voices Against Violence, founded and directed by Richard Carrington, is a community
based project that centers youth and peer leadership and includes afterschool
programming, a summer camp, social services support and meets individuals where
they are in a non-judgemental way.

“You've got politicians, you've got police officers. You've got a small group
of people that are already in place paid to work around this
issue. But the one thing they don't have, and they didn't have,

was actual people in the communities to work
with the people.”

–  Richard Carrington

We anticipate that the City Council is already familiar with community groups in Urbana
and hope that these groups can be supported in their work. Building relationships with
the people who love their community and are already doing this work will lead to better
outcomes.

● Finding credible messengers might take time, but they are often
leaders in their community who may already be doing this work. We
recommend the city of Urbana find and support these leaders.
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Conclusion

A community-based

model of care is a

long term,

effective approach.

Build relationships,

genuine community

connections, and

trust over time.

Center care, resources,

and community voices

and expertise,

rather than increased

surveillance and policing.

We are excited by the Blueprint for Urbana and the City Council’s commitment to
bettering our communities. We hope that what we have learned from leaders in
Pittsburgh will inspire and guide Urbana as we envision a just future for all our
residents.
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